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modeling; and predicting the effects of global environmental change on species and ecosystems. Species distribution models using species occurrence records ( presence only or presence / absence data) associated with environmental variables seek to determine the fundamental niche or realized niche of a particular species, and then to project this niche onto the landscape of interest to reflect the potential distribution area of the species. Results could be interpreted as the probability of occurrence of the species, species habitat suitability or species relative richness. However, there is still insufficient knowledge of the theoretical basis of species distribution models, as some of the key ecological processes have not been incorporated into the framework of these models. This generates substantial confusion when the predicted results of species distribution models are explained. For more efficient use and further development of species distribution models, this study provides: 1) a full overview of the history and recent theoretical advances in the field of species distribution models; 2) a systematic discussion of the relationship between species distribution model and species distribution area; 3) a highlight of the critical limitations inherent in species distribution models; and 4) a focus on challenges of species distribution models for future research. Results from this study suggest that the theoretical basis of species distribution models is strongly related to niche theory, source鄄sink theory, population dynamics theory, metapopulation theory, and evolutionary theory. Proper understanding of the relationship between the predicted and actual species distribution area depends on separation of three factors ( environmental condition, species interactions and species migration ability ) affecting the distribution area of species. The main problems of current species distribution models are that they fail to efficiently integrate species interaction and species migration ability into the model building process, which creates gaps between the predicted and actual species distribution area under normal circumstances. Future development of species distribution models should focus on strengthening their inherent theoretical framework, and must integrate species interactions process, population dynamics process, migration process and evolutionary process into models. This study also suggests that simulating functional groups and community structure from higher theoretical levels is important for the development of species distribution models. We believe that through the efforts of scientists, future species distribution models can overcome the above鄄mentioned drawbacks and can dynamically model the multi鄄species potential distribution area, thus providing a more in-depth theoretical study of community ecology and biogeography. [ 8 ] 摇 Aspinall R, Veitch N. Habitat mapping from satellite imagery and wildlife survey data using a Bayesian modeling procedure in GIS.
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